Release Notes:
Pro-FX Control Libraries Package V1.7.0 is a new release to provide library function blocks that can be used to ease development of applications using Pro-FX Control.

Pro-FX Control Libraries

New to this Release
- **Utilities Library blocks** :
  - CHARACTERISTIC_CURVE_2D
- **Component Library blocks** :
  - PPCC_X70_EDCF_CONTROL
  - PPCC_X70_EDC_CONTROL
  - ON_OFF_VALVE_CHARGE_PROFILE_mA
  - ON_OFF_VALVE_CHARGE_PROFILE_PWM
  - SK_PUMP_EDGE_CURRENT_DETECT
  - X70_QUADRATURE_MOTOR_SPEED_SENSOR
  - EATON_J1939_DTC_TX

- **Advance Library blocks** :
  - AXISPRO_HYDROKRAFT_POWER_LIMITATION
  - VFX_DATA_LOGGER

Installation

This package is installed using the Pro-FX Control Package Manager

Known Issues

- ETN00025668: The Instance_Timer will not run in simulation a workaround is to use the block only on a virtual or Real PLC

Contact Information: